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This time Strategic Model as a Campaign to make a 
Divulgation of our Unification Movement in several 
cities and create new communities reached Odivelas 
City, near Lisbon, trough WFWP.  

Even with very little preparation time due to the 
hospitalization of our True Father and his subsequent 
passing, we started preparing the event as a way of 
demonstrating our determination to "do not stop" in 
honor of our dearest True Father and wanted to offer 
a first public event after its passing. 

The WFWP began efforts through its president, Dr. Marta Rodrigues to create the program, invitation letter 
and contacts to get a venue for the event, through the City Council of Odivelas City. Finally we got it and 
also the full support and encouragement of Mrs Mayor of Odivelas. The National Staff and Witnessing Dpt 
started preparing all the logistics, equipment needed, sending out invitations and making the event 
coordination. 

The Seminar (morning and afternoon) with the theme "Peace, Health and Well-being" brought together 11 
speakers from several areas related to the subject, 4 of them Peace Ambassadors and 3 new people, and 
the president of Odivelas City Council became also represented at the event. We Made up 9 new 
ambassadors of Peace including Odivelas Mayor itself through her representative. 

The atmosphere was very nice and the whole program was held with great attention and interest shown by 
those present, and with a good and positive presentation of our movement, in particular the importance of 
WFWP in society and the world. We felt we could open new doors trough this Event. 

God Bless our True Parent`s of Heaven, Earth and Humankind & True Family works, through all member`s 
efforts and determination towards Foundation Day 2013. 
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